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About This Game

Settlers of Orion is a turn based hybrid board game that blends the board game style of Settlers of Catan with the exploration of
space. Because of the game to game advancement system that SOO uses, the game has extensive hours of playability. You earn

game tokens once you have won or lost a game and you use these game tokens to unlock new races and powerful artifacts.

The game features extensive game start options that will allow you to play at a very high difficulty level, which will earn you
bonus game tokens.
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Title: Settlers of Orion
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Blue Blaze Gaming
Publisher:
Blue Blaze Gaming
Release Date: 16 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Windows 10

Processor: 2.4 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Not a bad game over all except units get stuck off screen and sometimes in barriers and you cant shoot them meaning the entire
level has to be redone. This needs to be fixed before I could recommend.. The unique artsyle and excellent soundtrack makes
this platformer different from ordinary ones. The ability to switch between multiple artstyles for every level is quite amazing,
with very nice music that compliments each level.

There's tons of collectibles and characters to unlock for the completionists out there which gives the game replayability. The
gameplay mechanics are simple, but the later levels will test your skills making it quite a challenging, but overall fun game.

For only 3 bucks this game is more than worth it for the amount of time you can get out of playing! Definitely one to try. Wish
the purchase came with the OST tho. Ever wanted to date a wheeled whale and have it tag along? Now you can!

I really enjoyed "Princess Remedy in a World of Hurt", and got this game as soon as I could.

For its price, I think it's worth it.

The changes (gameplay-wise) from the prequel are
~The abilities you gain by dating someone
~You don't heal automatically; you have to shoot enemies which drains their health.
~Area Bosses

Overall, it's a noticeable improvement, both in graphics and gameplay. The world is more animated and colourful, and the
enemies and attack patterns are a lot more varied. The dialogue and sprites are charming like the prequel. The change in the way
you heal makes it a tad harder, as you can't heal over time by by just dodging. I enjoyed the challenge. The game also a slightly
longer, as it took me more than 2 hours to complete (I had beat the original in just an hour.)

P.S. - If you a Touhou fan, you absolutely SHOULD get this one. The final boss's bullet hell patterns were very similar to
Touhou.. Really great idea, but poorly implemented.

Especially the population cap of 90 is extremely annoying. I understand that it used to be neccesary then when this game first
came out, but they should have left an option for the user to increase that cap.

Way too overpriced. I can't recommend it for its current price.

I only bought it because I used to play it as a kid.. Get rid of the ON RAILS Junk.. Take Hearthstone

\u25ba Remove bad RNG
\u25ba Add a sh*tload of free content + rewards
\u25ba Give player more chances of getting good cards
\u25ba Add Lolis and Boobs

Aaaand voil\u00e0, you got Shadowverse
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11\/10 players would be horny again.. Best Call of Duty game out there. A wonderful squeal to Black Ops 3. It deserves game of
the year award.

10/10. I LOVED THIS NOVEL!!! the different girls stories all are wonderful I could not help but cry at the end of each of them
(My personal favorite is Ritsuko) The paths and hardship indured, The CG's were wonderful, voice acting was phenomenal, I
noticed a decent amount of typo's, but I can't help but forgive. This was a wonderful read, and I am already getting ready to go
through again. I can't help but go over board here, The Dev's are very good at their jobs, It almost felt like I was watching an
anime then reading a Visual novel. I give Princess Evangile 2 thumbs up, my heat in the air and a 20 out of 10
Hmmmm, and i can't wait for W Happiness, ohhhhhhh hmmmmm as soon as i see its out i am definitely scooping it right up

Salutations :)

I recommend for everyone. Let's make physics irrelevant in physics-based game. What could possibly go wrong?

AKDA is basically a bunch of random stuff happening at unexpected moments that makes you go WTF at different times.

This game is wrong in every aspect, but undeniably the worst is its description. A simple physical puzzle. It's literally anything but
that... Expecting this incoherent mess to be a simple physical puzzle is like looking for a white nationalist reggae band.

Really, don't bother. This game would cost you ~1.5 hours, 0,78\u20ac and your sanity. It's not worth it, trust me.. I love it so far.
Standout feature is the mechanics. It's a side scroller with the normal jump mechanic, but you get limited flight in the form of 4
double jumps. You can also glide for horizontal range in addition to vertical jumps. Soon after starting, you get the ability to move
certain objects around with the mouse; this is both a means of navigation and, depending on the situation, your weapon.

The graphics are smooth and pretty; in 2010 we had just come out of the Beige Age, so game makers were putting color into their
games again.

All in all, very much recommended.
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This game is cute graphics wise. Love the art style. I'm a sucker for everything cel-shaded or borderlands-esque graphics. People
getting killed and eaten by a Lion, still looks cute lol.

Concept is pretty nice as well. You get random missions and you have to keep up until you get new prey and other stuff
introduced and the game gets harder and harder as military and hunters start hunting you. You can buy upgrades for your
Predator lion and make him even more deadly. So there's a bit of RPG elements involved.

 Sounds gets a bit repetitive so that's the only bad thing imo.

There's even a selfie button where you can take pictures of your Lion. Also a lot of references to meme's and funny easter eggs.

Good game and worth it for $6.. I appreciate the actions these Devs took for their collaboration gift support they did with BoI.
Genius part on theirs! Support these Devs and this is a great start of a game as well!

 I've not played too much into the game, but this style and gameplay is what I'm going for. I've played 1000s of hours on Binding
of Isaac between PC, Vita, and PS4. I absolutely love these styles of random generated dungeon crawling rogues. This one give a
bit of the fast pace feel that binding has. For this price I'd recommend a buy. Hopefully they will be adding more features and
creatures.. A lot better than the first one, it has hub teleport room like kirby :D 7/10. I absolutely love this game. It took me
around 2 and a half hours to beat, and it was definitely worth the price. The game was more difficult than I was expecting (or
maybe I'm just bad), but it was not too difficult. I recommend it for anyone who wants a fun and short platformer to play (also it
is co-op so it would be great with friends.) The sprites are beautiful and the art style is great. Not to mention the great
soundtrack that seems to change with each level. I experienced some slightly frustrating bugs and movement issues using a
keyboard, but I don't know about how well it plays with a controller. For example after getting off of a ladder you can't jump
unless you move a certain distance away from it (most of the movement issues happened near or on ladders, ramps, and while
carrying the other character on your head. There seems to also be some translation errors in the character dialogue, but I didn't
mind it (In fact I found it funny and almost fitting to the characters.) I loved messing around with the character swap mechanics
and figuring out new maneuvers and tricks I could do. For example if you stand one character on top of the other and jump as
the top one, switch to the bottom one and jump as him, then when they collide in the air jump with the top one, you can jump
extra high. This is a game that I could see myself playing over again maybe with a friend or just solo.. Good game i'd say. You
play as a editor in a newspaper and your job is to take out the text that the government doesn't like. You can also choose to try
and sneak in some rebel propaganda and swing the support in there favor. What you report will affect the opinion of the people
so if you want a rebellion report on the stuff that the government is doing bad, though you should watch out, cause too much
criticism will lead to you getting executed. I enjoy this game way too much. Bravo! Longtime LR fan from the early 1980's.
This was my favorite game to burn some mental calories after an evening of programming on my Zenith Z-150. Does that age
me? Hell yeah.

This great updated version of LR runs and plays just like the old one from Broderbund and I just love it. It takes me back to
simpler time in gaming, you know, when we used to use our imagination with text based adventure games and the like.

Thank you Tozai Games for giving us "Legacy" game.

PS: I don't recall what magazine I read it in, but I remember Bill Gates saying in an interview that LR was one of his favorite
games.

First Patch Released!:
We just released the first patch for Settlers of Orion (SOO). Here is a quick overview of the fixes and changes.

Fixed several bugs with the AI players movement.

Made some drastic changes to the price of ships and structures. This should make it easier to build structures, especially later in
the game as the price to build structures goes up at a slower pace than ships.

Players can now choose to move their ships one sector at a time without the need to continually change the ships destination.
With the game pause, you can now press the 'M' key to move the next ship just one sector, and then it will auto pause.
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Changed the fade out time on all message. They were about 1 1/2 seconds and now they are 1/2 of a second.

When starting a new game you can now move ALL of the sliders that control the randomness of objects by pressing the Shift
key and then using the mouse scroll.

When using AI Sanctions, you now have 4 options instead of just 2. Before they were just on or off. Now they can be off, easy,
moderate and hard. This changes how many resources the AI players will need to donate for the sanctions. What was the default
of being on, is now the hard level. The moderate will require 1 more of each resource and the easy requires 2 more of each. The
harder levels also give you more bonus game tokens as well.. Patch 1.1.1.10 released:
We just released patch 1.1.1.10 which addressed the following:

Added some 'Show/Hide' text to the left/right side of the mouse icon when a window could be hidden by using the mouse scroll
wheel. There was lots of comments about mousing over a ship or structure to build, but having the game board being hidden by
the message. Players could always toggle this to show/hide using the mouse wheel but players didn't realize this. So now there is
both Hide and Show in bright red next to the mouse icon letting players know what it will do. The icon is typically shown at the
bottom of the window. FYI, if you see a mouse icon on a window with either the LMB, RMB or center scroll wheel highlighted
in green, that means you can use it for something. I use it quite a bit on windows.

Added the ability to disable the die roll animation for the AI players. This will help to cut down the AI turns quite a bit. It can be
accessed from the Game Options Menu under the game play area.

Fixed an issue that allowed a player to select 6 AI players and actually try to start a game. It resulted in the game freezing. This
has been fixed. Keep in mind that you must select 1 human player and 5 AI players to start a game.

Fixed 'The Victory Is Ours' achievement. It was not being triggered when a player would have at least 5 Victory Points in their
Research Card hand.

Fixed an issue where the Dreever would get 6 home world structure slots instead of 5.

Got rid of the Game Over screen and replaced it with a Popup game over window which is displayed over the game board. It list
all the players in the order they finished. It also shows you where all of their Victory Points came from, including those in their
Research Hand.

If you find any more errors or have any suggestions feel free to post them, as we are now moving into the mode of adding new
features and GUI enhancements.

Walter

. Another Patch:
Just released another patch that fixed the following issues:

Players who unlocked the Long or Marathon games were unable to select 40 or 50 turns, just the normal 30. That has been
fixed.

Fixed the game token calculations for losing a game. Player should have been getting 1 game token for every victory point,
including VP from cards, and the lose game token bonus. They were only getting the VP from cards and the lose game token
bonus.

Players should keep in mind that the Victory Points from Research Cards are automatically played to win a game for all players
if those VP and the players current VP are at or over the VP required to win. That is why you are unable to play them during the
game and why they have 0 play cost.

Fixed a GUI error on the screen where you stole 3 resources from 3 different players. The header was wrong, it has been fixed
and now lines up with the text properly. Almost moved the 'Confirm' button down to the bottom of the message.. Patch 1.1.1.11
is now live:
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Posted another patch update. This one has the following:

Added the following speech to the game when picking up a container:
Research Card Found, Resources Found and Special Artifact Found. These only play when the human player picks up a
container.

Fixed an issue where your scout ship would stop on a container even if it was not your target destination. Containers can only be
picked up by a scout ship if that sector is the ships destination sector.

Added a audible message letting the human player know if they need to select a worm hole destination.

Added a ship, structure and research card overlay for each of them if they are in a sanction and the human player is unable to
build a ship or structure or buy a research card. It makes it more evident that the player has that particular section under a
sanction.

Changed the back ground color of selecting a race when starting a new game. It is now blue and makes it much easier to identify
what races you have selected.

Changed the description on the victory point cards to make it clear that they can only be played to end the game.

Fixed an issue that allowed players to purchase a research card even if they did not have the resources.

If you find any bugs or have an idea for new content, please leave a post under the appropriate threads.

Walter
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